
AGROIKOS Rules (version 2.2) 

Equipment needed: six-sided die, a single playing piece to be moved round the board, and a set 

of some sort of tokens. Copies of the board, and a playing sheet for each player. 

1. Getting Started 

Each player receives three tokens and a playing sheet. One of these tokens needs to be put on 

the Land section of the sheet; if you don’t have access to Land, you can’t sow anything, and must 

move to the city or starve (i.e. you’ve lost). 

The other two tokens go into Storage, as Barley and/or Wheat, as the player wishes. 

Note that the same tokens are used for barley, wheat, money or social credit – their function is 

defined by their location on the playing sheet. It is not permitted to move tokens from one box 

on the playing sheet to another, except as specified below. If you want to switch from barley to 

wheat or vice versa, you need to sell one lot of grain and buy another type. 

The playing piece starts on the Locusts square, but without any penalty. 

2. Harvest Round 

Every player moves as many grain tokens as they wish out of storage into the ‘Sow’ box, up to a 

maximum of two tokens in total for each Land token held. Keep in mind that you can’t sow 

stored barley as wheat and vice versa… 

One player rolls the die and moves the playing piece that number of spaces forward. 

If the piece lands on a red square, the stated penalty (G is a grain token, either wheat or barley, 

to be taken from either storage or sowing; M is a money token) is paid by every player. Note that 

Flood and Locusts affect your sown seed, not your stores, and Taxes and War affect you more 

seriously if you have more than one Land token. 

If the piece lands on a gold square, this applies only to the player rolling the die, as follows: 

 Mice: mice have got into your granary or eaten your seed corn; 1G penalty. 

 Donkey: your donkey has died. Pay 1G, 1C or 2M to buy or borrow another one. 

 Banquet: you have to return hospitality to your neighbours: give each of the other players 

 1G or 1M. In return, they have to give you 1C – or, 2G or 2M if they don’t have any 

 social credit. 

 Wedding: to celebrate your daughter’s wedding, you have to pay a penalty of at least 1G 

 or 1M. If you pay 2G or 2M, every other player has to give you a gift of 1G, 1M or 1C. 

If any player is unable to meet their obligations, they are either out of the game or have to 

mortgage their property (see below, 5 and 6) to obtain extra tokens. 

If the piece landed on either a red or a gold square, the player then rolls and moves again. This 

continues until the piece lands on a green square. 

When the piece lands on a green square, every player reaps their harvest according to the 

modifiers listed on the square: B+1 means that for every token of Barley sown, you receive an 

additional token from the communal fund to be put into storage with your original seed corn. 



B+0 means that you just get the seed corn back. BX means harvest failure, and you lose your 

seed corn as well. 

3. Marketing Round 

Every player now decides whether to sell any barley or wheat, by moving the requisite number of 

tokens out of Stores into the Sell boxes. 

The die is rolled to show the prevailing market price – the number of money tokens you receive 

in return for each barley or wheat token. Note that in times of food crisis, the price of whatever 

commodity has failed is doubled; so, in a BX year, with a market rate of B2 W3, barley will fetch 

4M while wheat will still fetch 3M. In a BX/WX year, both prices are doubled. 

You can choose to bank some of your profits as Social Credit tokens instead (this represents 

helping out your neighbours), at a rate of 1C for 2M. In a BX or BX/WX year, when lots of your 

friends will be in need, if you do not exchange at least 2M for 1C you have to pay a penalty of 1C 

for every 4M of money that you bank as a result of selling your surplus. 

4. Consolidation Round 

Players can now choose to replenish their stocks by buying new barley or wheat tokens. The die 

is rolled once again to determine the current market rates – prices can go up as well as down – 

not forgetting to double prices if it’s a crisis year for one or other crop. 

Successful players can also buy more Land, which will enable them to sow more crops (two grain 

tokens per land token); the price is 3x the price of wheat (as rolled earlier in this round, or roll 

now) except that in a BX/WX year the price is halved at the expense of a penalty of 2C (you may 

be successful, but that doesn’t make you popular). 

Players also need to settle any debt payments at this point. 

Each player needs at least one grain token in order to participate in the next round; if you have 

neither grain nor money to buy it, you can exchange Social Credit tokens for barley tokens at a 

rate of 1 for 1. 

Go back to step 2, with the next player taking turn to roll the die. 

5. Debt (possible advanced rule) 

If a player has no grain, money or social credit, either to pay penalties in the Harvest round or to 

keep playing after the Consolidation round, it is possible to keep playing by mortgaging the farm; 

they receive two new tokens, either grain or money – but for each of the next three rounds they 

will have to pay one money token to their creditor, before the debt is paid back. It is possible to 

pile debt upon debt in the hope of getting lucky eventually, but this may not be advisable. 

6. Debt (variation) 

Rather than mortgaging their land to the communal fund, the player could obtain a loan from 

another player, who would then receive one money token per round from them – and would 

gain a Land token if they defaulted. 


